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The Problem

• Advanced LIGO receives a signal:

• Past the initial detection, all science potential comes from 
measurement of system parameters

• Our parameter estimation accuracy is key to Advanced LIGO/
VIRGO’s science potential

• Most studies have used the Fisher Information Matrix (the Cramer-
Rao bound) to describe our parameter estimation capabilities

• Do our real parameter estimation tools agree with the Fisher Matrix?
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Parameter Estimation 
1. Advanced LIGO detects a signal, embedded in Gaussian noise:

s(t) = n(t) + h0(t)
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Parameter Estimation 
1. Advanced LIGO detects a signal, embedded in Gaussian noise:

2. Subtract known templates from signal
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Parameter Estimation 
1. Advanced LIGO detects a signal, embedded in Gaussian noise:

2. Subtract known templates from signal

3. Repeat the calculation for different parameters, producing posterior 
probability distribution via Bayes Theorem

s(t) = n(t) + h0(t)

p(✓|s) / p(s|✓)p(✓)
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Parameter Estimation (MCMC)
• Still need to effectively sample (15 dimensional!) parameter space

• Use Markov-Chain Monte Carlo: 

1. propose a jump in parameter space
2. accept if signal fit is better
3. reject if fit is worse (sometimes)

• “Chains” trace out parameter space efficiently, finding multiple modes 
despite parameter degeneracies

• Difficult and computationally expensive
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Fisher Information Matrix

• Assume gaussian, stationary noise and high signal-to-noise ratio, and 
define an inner product:

habi = 4<
Z 1

0

ã(f)b̃⇤(f)

Sn(f)
df
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Fisher Information Matrix

• Assume gaussian, stationary noise and high signal-to-noise ratio, and 
define an inner product:

• To first order,

• where                                and  

p(✓|s) / p(✓) exp
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Fisher Information Matrix Pitfalls

• No (good) way to include prior information

• No global exploration of the parameter space

• (Multiple peaks)

• Walls in parameter space

• Highly susceptible to large, unphysical cross correlations

• Parameters with physical compactification (e.g. angles)

• How high an SNR is required for the linear-signal approximation to be 
valid?
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MCMC vs Fisher Matrix
• Used set of 200 non-spinning frequency domain signals

• TaylorF2 Approximant, Initial LIGO noise 

• Compare the MCMC standard deviations to the Fisher Matrix bounds

• Since we assume posterior from MCMC to be correct, normalize Fisher 
matrix errors by MCMC standard deviations

• As Fisher Matrix represents statistical lower bound, we expect the 
fractional standard deviations to be <  1

�FIM

�MCMC
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• Look at the fractional errors as a function of total mass:

MCMC vs Fisher Matrix
5

FIG. 1: The fractional di↵erence between the FIM and MCMC standard deviations of the intrinsic parameters as a function of
total system mass. The color bar illustrates the log

10

(SNR) of the injection, while the red line at unity represents agreement
between the FIM and MCMC errors. Note in particular the systematic divergence at M > 10M� in the two mass parameters
Mc and ⌘

and MCMC agree, whereas a value less than unity indi-
cates the FIM is providing a lower-bound of the standard
deviation (as expected), while values above unity indicate
that the MCMC standard deviation is smaller than those
predicted by the FIM estimate.

We simulate 200 random, non-spinning systems us-
ing the SPA Waveform described in section IIC. For the
MCMC, we inject the signals into randomly distributed
noise colored by (14) figure out precisely how this was
done. We then plot the fraction of standard deviations for
each of the 9 parameters in our waveform model. The re-
sults for the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are shown
in figures 1 and 2, respectively.

We focus first on the two mass parameters, Mc and
⌘, as these are the intrinsic parameters of direct physical
interest in most studies. Immediately, Fig. 1 reveals two
distinct features. First, a su�ciently low SNR will cause
severe mismatch between the FIM and MCMC standard
deviations. In particular, points on the Mc plot of Fig. 1
below ⇢ ⇡ 8 show a mismatch between the two techniques
of several orders of magnitude. This is hardly surprising

or relevant, as the authors can find no studies which have
considered signals below ⇢ = 10 with the Fisher Matrix
approach.

The second feature is of substantially more interest,
namely, the systematic divergence of points above unity.
As the mass of the system increases, the MCMC analysis
appears to return standard deviations smaller than those
predicted as theoretically possible by the FIM. At high
masses (⇠ 20M�), the FIM can over-estimate the MCMC
realized standard deviations by a factor of 4 in chirp
mass, and more than a factor of 10 in ⌘. What is par-
ticularly disconcerting is the complete divergence from
unity at high masses: above 18M�, there are no points
in which the FIM is providing a useful lower bound. The
large (30) number of points suggest the e↵ect is neither
fluke of the parameter space or a specific realization of
the noise, but is in fact a systematic failure of the FIM
at high masses. We will explore the reasons for this dis-
crepancy in section IV.

Turning to the extrinsic parameters, there appears to
be no distinct trend similar to that seen in the intrin-
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MCMC vs Fisher Matrix
• Instead of undercutting the MCMC errors, the Fisher matrix lower 

bound is failing, 

• Cramer-Rao Bound is failing, by up to an order-of-magnitude

• Beginning at ~

• Even for chirp mass, one of the best recovered parameters

• Combination of two effects: compactified parameter correlations and 
break-down of Linear Signal Approximation

10M�
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Compact Parameter Correlations

• No (good) way to include deal 
with compactified parameters

• But you can kludge it

• Using priors, you can shrink 
the overall error ellipsoid 
volume

• Need global understanding of 
parameter space
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FIG. 3: The averaged fractional di↵erences between the FIM and MCMC standard deviations for FIM runs with and without
a 2⇡ prior on �

0

(green and blue, respectively). We have center averaged the points with a bin size of 1M� in order to
better illustrate the di↵erence between the two datasets. Points with SNRs below ⇢ = 10 have been excluded, since we are
demonstrating the systematic e↵ects of mass. The blue line represents the original smoothed points from Fig. 1, while the
green line represents the same FIM data with a 2⇡ prior on �

0

. The constraint clearly lowers the errors on other parameters,
due to the high correlations; however, the e↵ect is only a minor contribution to the high mass divergence of �

FIM

and �
MCMC

.
[I suggest making this a scatter plot – remove the lines. Also, make sure the plots will be legible if printed in black and white
(e.g., use di↵erent symbols or line styles).] [I’ve updated the plot so the two lines will be distinguishable in black and white;
making it a scatter plot poses a problem: even with di↵erent symbols for each, it’s harder to see the di↵erence between the
trends with that much spread over the points.]

and 3.

As stated above, there is no simple way to include non-
Gaussian prior information in the Fisher-matrix formal-
ism. However, the majority of our 200 signals (65%) were
selected with mass ratios su�ciently asymmetric that the
1 � � surface about the injected values returned by the
FIM did not exceed the physical boundary at ⌘ = 0.25.
We conclude that while an exact prior would e↵ect our
results, the overall trend itself can not be explained by a
prior boundary; otherwise, some of the high-mass points
(those who’s 1� � boundaries were completely physical)
in the Mc and ⌘ plots of Fig. 1 would lie at unity, which
is not observed.

B. The E↵ect of Waveform Systematics Parameter
Estimation Accuracy [Need to find a better term]

[Switched “Systematics” to “Accuracy”, since the issue
here is the displacement of the recovered value from the
injected value] One key di↵erence between the MCMC
and Fisher Matrix techniques involve the realization of
the noise. For the FIM inner product, we are assuming
a non-varying noise curve, which is identical for every
run of the Fisher Matrix. However, since the MCMC
is designed to simulate real data, which varies randomly
as function of time, LALInferenceMCMC adds random
Gaussian variance to the noise curve. The noise serves
to displace the recovered maximum likelihood point away
from the true injected value, with the direction and mag-
nitude of the displacement depending on the specific re-
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Linear Signal Breakdown
• Fisher matrix still appears to break down past ~ 

• Suggests complete breakdown of gaussian structure of the 
posterior likelihood space

• Can test using technique from Valisneri 2008

• Determines if the 1-Sigma surfaces produced by Fisher 
matrix are sufficiently narrow for linear-signal 
approximation to be valid 

• Preliminary results indicate that higher-massed systems require 
significantly higher SNRs for Fisher Matrix to be self-consistent

10M�
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Bottom Line

• Studies done with Fisher matrix were good first step, but not realistic 
when compared to proper parameter estimation

• Can over-estimate the error on compactified parameters, causing 
cause you to wildly overestimate the errors on other parameters 
due to correlations

• The linear-signal approximation easily breaks down, especially at 
total masses higher than  ~

• In order to know where this happens, you need to already know 
about the parameter space (at which point  you might as well do 
MCMC anyway)
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